
Chelle Stack's
Basic Training 

Camp

Jenny has been teaching yoga since 1998, obtaining certification from Providence 
Institute in 2005 and advanced teacher training in Yoga for Healing in 2007, with 
continuing education in breathwork, chanting, and Sanskrit.

In addition to teaching at several local yoga studios, she has a private yoga 
therapy practice that also includes animal-assisted yoga therapy. “Through the 
yoga of our relationships with our animal companions, we achieve balance, 
experience joy, and find our well-being.
Jenny Kendall, Instruct Jenny Kendall, Instruct , Instructor 
weekly classes on Tuesdays - weekly classes on Tuesdays - $7 per 
class $7 per class $7 per class 1:30 to 2:30 pm 

For more information, call (520) 877-9038. 
This invigorating class is held at the NE corner area of Rudasill 
& La Cholla. Fountain Plaza Medical Offices 6060 N Fountain 
Plaza Dr Event Center / Suite 130 

This yoga class focuses on gentle yet invigorating breath-
centered movements, with a focus on individual anatomy and 
alignment. 

CHELLE STACK'S
BASIC TRAINING CAMP

This camp will be intensive, and structured like a USAG Develpomental Camp.  I will 
instruct you, and your athletes with effective methods on how to train, prepare, and 

PASS the Elite Compulsories to develop an International Elite Athlete.  We will go 
through each event with an In depth look at the TOPS State and National routines, 

Elite Compulsories routines and beginning optional construction and a correct 
interpretation of the text, giving you and your athletes specific areas of importance 
to focus on during each phase of your training plan.  Drills Specific for each event 

with guidance and direction for optional skill selection to begin your athletes Hopes 
Developmental will be provided.  I will do lectures after each workout to help with 

your planning on each event, and to develop of a successful Elite athlete and 
program.

This Basic Training Camp is perfect for All your coaches and athletes training to be 
International Elite and those athletes you are introducing to the 

TOPS and Developmental programs

Turning�Your�Basics�Into�Gold!

Chelle Stack

1988 USA Olympic 
Team Member

For more information 
please contact Chelle Stack at

407-592-6382  or   chellemarcella@gmail.com

USA Gymnastics
National Staff

FIG International
Brevet Judge


